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A FINITENESS THEOREM IN THE GALOIS COHOMOLOGY

OF ALGEBRAIC NUMBER FIELDS

WAYNE RASKIND

Dedicated to the memory of Prof essor D. S. Rim

Abstract. In this note we show that if k is an algebraic number field with algebraic

closure I and M is a finitely generated, free Zrmodule with continuous Ga\(k/k)-

action, then the continuous Galois cohomology group Hl(k, M) is a finitely

generated Z,-module under certain conditions on M (see Theorem 1 below). Also,

we present a simpler construction of a mapping due to S. Bloch which relates torsion

algebraic cycles and étale cohomology.

The Galois cohomology of an algebraic number field is well-known to be

important in the study of the arithmetic of the field and of algebraic varieties

defined over the field. Unfortunately, this cohomology is not always well-behaved;

for example, the Galois cohomology group

H1(k,Zl(l))=: lim Hl(Gal{k/k),ur)

n

(k an algebraic closure of k) is not a finitely generated Zrmodule. However, there

are many important cases in which one knows that the group Hl(k, M) is a finitely

generated Zrmodule when M is a finitely generated Zrmodule. In this note we

prove a theorem to this effect when M is the /-adic étale cohomology group

H'(X,Xi(j)) modulo torsion of the extension to k of a smooth, proper algebraic

variety defined over k and i # 2j, 2(j - 1). One may view this theorem as a

generalization of the weak Mordell-Weil Theorem for the /c-points of an abelian

variety; indeed, when M is the Täte module of such a variety our theorem basically

comes down to the weak Mordell-Weil Theorem. Also, this theorem gives a much

simpler proof of the weak Mordell-Weil Theorem for H°(X, K2)/K2k as proved in

[7]-
We note that a stronger version of our main theorem was proven in the thesis of P.

Schneider (see Remark 2 following Theorem 1 for more details). Our excuses for

publishing this note are first, that Schneider's result has not been published and

second, that our proof is quite short and self-contained. We hope that the applica-

tions of the theorem will justify this redundancy.
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In §2 we present a new construction of a mapping due to Bloch which relates

torsion algebraic cycles and étale cohomology. This simplifies the original construc-

tion considerably and explains the relation between this mapping and another

mapping relating algebraic cycles and étale cohomology which was also defined by

Bloch [3, Corollary 1.2].

I should like to thank S. Bloch and J.-L. Colliot-Thélène for listening to the proof

of Theorem 1, and M. Levine for convincing me to write up §2.

0. Notation. X will denote an algebraic variety over a field k, k will denote a

separable closure of k and G = Gal(k/k) with the Krull topology. / is a rational

prime different from the characteristic of k and fi¡„ will denote the étale sheaf

(Galois module) represented by the étale /c-group scheme pr. This defines an étale

sheaf on the /c-variety X. For /' g Z, pfj denotes the étale sheaf obtained by

twisting ¡i,„ j-times via the cyclotomic character.

When k is an algebraic number field, v will denote a place of k and kv the

completion of k for the u-adic valuation. k"f will denote the maximal unramified

extension of kv in a fixed ~kv. The inertia group Gal(kv/k"r) will be denoted by Iv

and r,, will denote Gai(k^/kv).

By C"(X) we shall mean the group of codimension n algebraic cycles on X. We

have the following subgroups of C"(X), C^om,C^g,C"al, which denote respectively

the subgroup of cycles homologically equivalent to zero over k, algebraically

equivalent to zero and rationally equivalent to zero. CH"(X) =:C"(X)/C"¡íl(X) is

the «th Chow group of X. Finally, the notation H[t denotes continuous Galois

cohomology in the sense of [13].

1. The main theorem.

Theorem 1. Let k be an algebraic number field and M a finitely generated free

Z¡-module upon which Gal(k/k) acts continuously. Assume that both M and

M(-Y) =:M ® z Z,(-l) (with diagonal G-action) satisfy the following conditions:

(1) For almost all finite places v of k, the inertia group Iv acts trivially on M.

(2) For almost all finite places satisfying (1), no eigenvalue of the geometric

Frobenius Fv acting on M ® z Q, is a root of unity.

Then H^(k, M) is a finitely generated Zrmodule.

Proof. By [13, Corollary 2.1], it will be enough to show that H],(k, M)/l is

finite. Since M is torsion free there is an exact sequence of G-modules (G =

Gal(k/k)):

0 -» M -> M - M/I -> 0.
Taking continuous cohomology then gives an injection

Hl(k,M)/l^ Hl(k,M/l).

To ease notation we shall drop the subscript ct.

We will show that there is a finite set 5 of places of k such that

Hl(k,M)/l^ Ker\Hx(k,M/l) -» Y\ Hl(klr,M/l)
res

Since this last group is finite [10, Chapter 11, §6, Théorème 7], this will prove the

theorem.
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Lemma 1. Let S be a finite set of places ofk containing the archimedean places, the

places dividing I and those places for which M or M(-l) does not satisfy condition (1)

or (2). Then for v <£ S we have

lim     [H1(L,M)/l]=0.

k „c/.ca;"

Here the transition maps are given by restriction.

Remark. The proof of the lemma is the heart of the proof of the theorem.

Proof of lemma. Let obea place not in S.and let L be an unramified extension

of k„. Denoting YL = Gal(k"r/L) and / = GaKk^k^f) and recalling that YL a Z

is of cohomological dimension one for torsion modules, we have an exact sequence

0 -^ Hl(Y,,M/l") -* H\L,M/l") -* H\I,M/1")Y' -» 0.

Since all of the groups in this exact sequence are finite we may safely pass to the

inverse limit over n to obtain the exact sequence

(*) 0 -* H\YL, M) -* H\L, M) -* Hl(I, M)T' -* 0.

Now, /, considered as a rrmodule, is an extension of 11^^^ , Z (1) by a pro

p(,-group P, where pv denotes the residue characteristic of kv. We have chosen v

such that the action of / on M is trivial and / ¥= pv. Hence Hl(I,M) =

Hom(Z/(l), M) = M(-l). But condition (2) and the fact that M is torsion free

ensure that M(-l)r' = 0 and hence the right-hand side of (*) is zero.

For the left-hand side we have, since (M ® z Q,)r' = 0,

//1(r,,M)s(M®Z/Q//z/)r'-.

Passing to the direct limit over all unramified L/kv we get

lim     (Af ®Z/Q//Z,)r'- = (/l/®Z/Q//Z/)/=M®Q//Z/.

í,,cí.cí;:'

Hence

lim     [Hl(L,M)/l] =

A'.c/.cA"'-

lim      Hl(L,M)

k„cL<zk"r

//=(M®Z;Q//Z/)//=0.

This completes the proof of the lemma.

Remark. What seems to make the proof of the lemma work is that continuous

cohomology with /-adic coefficients does not commute with direct limits!

Completion of the proof of Theorem 1. We have a commutative diagram:

Hl(k,M)/l ^ Hl(k,M/l)

i I

u       hm     H\L,M)/l     -^      fl       um      H\L,M/l)
res       ~* oes       —*

k,.<zt.<zk"r A,c/.cA"'
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By Lemma 1, the bottom left group vanishes and since cohomology with finite

coefficients commutes with direct limits, we have

lim     Hx(L,M/l) = Hl(k"vr,M/l).

*,.c;.ct;'

Hence,

H\k,M)/l^ker Hl(k,M/l)^ F] Hx(\Kr,M/l)
res

as claimed. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Examples. (1) Let M = Z¡(j) for j' + 0 or 1. Then M satisfies the hypotheses of

the theorem and so Hx(k,Z¡(j)) is a finitely generated Zrmodule. This has been

proven by P. Schneider [8, Lemma 5, (hi)] and Soulé shows [11, Statement b), p.

376] that for j > Y,

rkzH\k,Zl(j)) =
r2 if j is even,

r\ + r2    if J is odd-

In particular this rank is independent of /.

Note that H1(k,Z/) is a finitely generated Zrmodule (as can be deduced from

class field theory) but our theorem does not apply to this case. That rkz Hl(k, Z¡)

should be equal to 1 + r2 is one form of the Leopoldt conjecture.

(2) (It is this example which motivated the theorem.)

Let X be a smooth, proper, geometrically connected variety over a number field k

and let

X= Xxkk.

Then for /' ¥= 2j, 2(j - 1), the Zrmodule H'(X,Zt(j))/ torsion satisfies the hy-

potheses of the theorem. This follows from the theory of étale cohomology and the

Weil conjectures as proved by Grothendieck and Deligne (cf. [4, p. 781] and [5,

Theorem 1]). However, if M is the Täte module of an abelian variety over k then M

satisfies conditions (1) and (2) of the theorem without appeal to the Riemann

Hypothesis for étale cohomology (I thank J. Täte for pointing this out to me). In this

case the theorem is none but the weak Mordell-Weil Theorem [6].

The condition / # 2j is unnecessary as will be seen in Remark (2) below.

Remarks. (1) Theorem 1 now gives us a simple proof of the "weak Mordell-Weil

Theorem" for H°(X, K2)/K2k as proved in [7, Théorème 3]. Indeed, the exact

sequence of Suslin [12, Corollary 4.4])

0 -> H°(X,K2)/r-+ H2(X,Z/l"(2)) -^ ,„Hl(X,K2) -» 0

and the main theorem of [13] and a Mittag-Leffler argument give us an injection

hm [H°(X, K2)/K2k]/l" ^ H2(X,Zt(2))/H2(k,Zt(2)),
n

and it follows easily from the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, another Mittag-

Leffler argument and Theorem 1 that the group on the right is a finitely generated

Zrmodule. Hence [H°(X, K2)/K2k]/l is finite and it follows easily that for any

positive integer m, [H°(X, K2)/K2k]/m is finite.
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(2) In [9, §4, Satz 5 and Satz 6] Schneider proves the following more precise and

general version of Theorem 1: Let M be an almost everywhere unramified finitely

generated free Zrmodule with continuous Gal(k/k) action. Set N = M ®z Q//Z,

and M = Hom(N(-l), Q/Z,). Then the maximal divisible subgroup of Hl(k, N) is

of finite cotype iff H°(kL„ M) = 0 for almost all finite places v of k. If this is the

case and d = corank of H\k, N), then

d> rankZiH°(k,M)+   £   rank-LH°(kv, M).
v finite

Thus Schneider's result applies to the case i = 2j in Example 2 above.

2. On Bloch's map À". In [2, §2], Bloch constructs a mapping relating the /-primary

torsion of CH"(X) with an /-primary étale cohomology group H2"~1(X,Q¡/Zj(n))

for X smooth and proper over a separably closed field k of characteristic different

from /. The construction of À" uses very deep results such as the Weil conjectures

and the theorems of Bloch and Ogus [1]. In this section we construct a mapping

relating torsion in Chow groups to étale cohomology for any smooth variety over

any field k. The construction does not use the Weil conjectures or the results of

Bloch and Ogus. However, if X is proper over k, the Weil conjectures may be used

to show that our mapping goes between essentially the same two groups as Bloch's

mapping. We also point out that the method used to construct our map is also

essentially due to Bloch [3].

Let X be a smooth algebraic variety over a finitely generated field k, I =£ charÂ: a

prime number. Let ~k be a separable closure of k and X = X X kk. The cycle map

[14, [cycle], 2.2.10, p. 143] and the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence give a

commutative diagram (see §0 for notation):

o  - c¿om/q-jx)   -       ch"(x)      -      c-/cu{x)   -  o

o  ^     e2"(x)      -+   H2n(x,z/r(i)) -+  H2"(x,z/r(i))G

which induces the left vertical arrow. From the spectral sequence we get a map

E2"(X) ^ Hl(k,H2"-l(X,Z/r(n))).

We define our map

P'i- Ch'om/Q,(;0 -» Hl{k,H2-\X,Z,(n)))

to be the inverse limit over m of the composites g„,fm. To examine p" on torsion

assume   for   the   moment   that   there   is   no   torsion   in   H2"~l(X,Zt(n))   and

H2"(X,Z,(n)). Then using the fact that  H2"-\X,Z/l"'(n)) is finite we may

construct an exact sequence of topological G-modules (G = Gal(k/k)):

0 -> H2"-l(X,Z,(n)) -» H2"-l(X,Qt(n)) -> //^'^(^Q/Z^«)) -» 0.

Taking continuous Galois cohomology gives an isomorphism of /-primary torsion

groups:

lm(H2"-l(x,Ql(n))G)
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Thus, on torsion, the map p" looks like

,  w ,     H^-Hx^/zM)0
C'¿om/CT"al(X){l} - v     V//   A  '

lm(H2"-\X,Q,(n))G)

If X is proper and geometrically connected over k then the Weil conjectures and a

specialization argument [5, Theorem 1] show that H2"~l(X,Ql(n))G = 0. Hence we

get a map

c^om(x)/c;it(x){i} -> //2"-1(^Q//z/(«))c-

If L is a separably closed field containing k and XL = X X k L we define p? for XL

by the formula

(P7K- U« (p?)^:Ca»,/CS,(^){/}   -   i/^-^^.Q/Z^w^Gal«^).

kcNcL
N finitely generated

II

This is essentially Bloch's torsion map A".

If there is torsion in H2"~1(X,Z¡(n)) or H2"(X,Zl(n)) one easily constructs the

map by using the exact sequence of G-modules

0 -> D -» H2"-1(X,Q,/Z,(n)) -» T -> 0

where T is the torsion subgroup of H2"(X,Z/(n)) and D is the maximal divisible

subgroup of H2"~\X,Qi/Z,(n)), and the sequence

0 -> T' -> ff^-^Jf.ZX«)) -» //2"-1(^,Z,(«))/torsion -* 0

where £' is the torsion subgroup of H2"~l(X,Z¡(n)).
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